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Profile 
Miles has a wealth of experience in broadcast TV, both long and short form, documentary, factual, 
entertainment, reality and daytime. His diligent and conscientious approach allows him to remain 
calm under pressure and to fully realise the programme’s potential. With a strong technical 
background in online as well as offline he can handle the most complex projects with ease. Working 
as part of (or supervising) a team, with a Director, Edit Producer or flying solo Miles has the tools to 
get the job done. 
 

Broadcast & Entertainment 
 
Great Movie Mistakes 4 – Objective Productions (1 x 117 min) 
Robert Webb reveals the bits Hollywood hoped viewers would never notice, with his greatest 
compilation of foul-ups yet. The most hilarious mistakes from the year's big-budget blockbusters, 
most popular films, critically-applauded movies and worst flops are all exposed. 
 
Public Eye – Objective Productions for C4 (6 x 60 min) 
Ambitious new series Public Eye (w/t) is putting unsuspecting members of the public in difficult, and 
often amusing, situations to see what pushes modern Britain's buttons. In a series of bold, 
entertaining and ground-breaking stunts, hidden cameras will capture every moment as actors play 
out challenging scenarios across the UK to test the public's reaction and look for the good in people. 
 
Bring Me Morecambe & Wise – North One TV for UKTV (1x60 min) 
Series will include rare footage, some of it never seen before, together with interviews with friends 
and family, including Eric Morecambe's wife Joan. 
 
Put your Money Where Your Mouth Is – Reef TV for BBC 2  (3 x 44 min Online) 
Television's top consumer experts are put to the test as they're pitted against one another and 
challenged to make a profit - with their own money and their reputations on the line. 
 
Britain’s Kil ler Roads –  Reef TV for BBC 1 (3 x 45 min) 
BBC Daytime, mornings, taking a detailed look at the most dangerous roads across the UK and the 
tireless campaigning efforts that are taking place to improve them. 
 
Doorstep Crime 999 – Objective Productions for BBC 1 (6 x 30 min) 
Gloria Hunniford finds out how viewers are fighting back against the doorstep conmen and rogue 
traders who rip people off in their own homes. 
 
Celebrity Shock List – Objective Productions / Channel 5 (1x 219 min) 
Annual countdown of the 50 Most Shocking Celebrity Moments of the past year 
 
 



 

 

 
Britain’s Hidden Heritage – Reef TV / BBC 1 (1 x 60 min) 
Paul Martin and his team travel up and down the nation looking for undiscovered treasures and 
forgotten places that tell us about Britain's rich and astonishing history. Avid offline. 
 
Totally Viral – Spun Gold for UKTV (2 x 8 episodes) 
Showcasing the best comic clips, virals and amateur vignettes from the internet, featuring the voice 
of Sir Donald Sinden and specially commissioned animation to link the creative outbursts together. 
Online and offline. 
 
The Friday Night Project – Princess Productions / Channel 4 (8 x 60 min) 
The Sunday Night Project was a British Comedy variety show that first aired on C4 in February 2005 
under the title The Friday Night Project. Originally broadcast on Friday nights, the show moved to 
Sunday nights for its seventh series in 2008. 
 
Celebrity Stitch Up – LWT for ITV (5 x 30 min) 
Online and offline. Celebrities are revealed in their true colours when they're targeted by a team of 
practical jokers.  
 
V Graham Norton – So TV for Channel 4 (30 x 60 min) 
V Graham Norton was an entertainment programme shown on Channel 4  starring Graham Norton, 
broadcast every weeknight as a successor to the weekly So Graham Norton. Series 1 – 3. 
 
They Think It ’s All  Over – Talkback Thames for Channel 4 (multiple x 30 min) 
Inserts online. They Think It's All Over was a British Comedy Panel Game with a sporting theme 
produced by Talkback Thames and shown on BBC 1.The show's name is taken from Kenneth 
Wolstenholme's famous 1966 World Cup commentary quotation, “they think it's all over...it is now!". 
 
Never Mind the Buzzcocks – Talkback Thames for BBC2 (multiple x 30 min) 
Inserts online. Never Mind the Buzzcocks is a Comedy Panel Game television show with a pop music 
theme, currently without a permanent presenter. It stars Phil Jupitus and Noel Fielding  (from 2009) 
as team captains. The show is produced by Talkback Thames for the BBC and is usually aired on BBC 
Two. 
 
Xtra Factor – Talkback Thames for ITV 2 (4 x 60 min) 
Various series. Online and offline. Multi BAFTA-award winning entertainment show. 
 
The Salon – Endemol for Channel 4  
Online. The Salon was a British reality TV show where various members of the public (some famous) 
were invited daily to have treatments (mostly hair styles) in a studio built Beauty Salon situated in 
Balham, south-west London, and in the second series, a purpose-built studio inside the Trocadero, 
Piccadilly Circus. 
 
Pop Stars: The Rivals – LWT for ITV 
Online. Popstars The Rivals (often stylised as Popstars: The Rivals) - British Television Talent Show 
series that was broadcast on ITV1 in late 2002. It was the second UK series of the international 
Popstars franchise.  
 
Bump & Grind – Princess Productions for Trouble 



 

 

Urban dance competition to find the UK’s best dancer. Online and offline. 
Strictly Dance Fever – Resolution for BBC1 (1 x 60 min) 
Online. Strictly Dance Fever is a British television programme, broadcast on BBC 1 on Saturday 
evenings. It was an amateur dance talent competition, hosted by Graham Norton, which ran during 
Spring 2005 and Spring 2006. It was, in many ways, similar to the BBC's popular Strictly Come 
Dancing, a celebrity based dance contest also broadcast on Saturday evenings.  
 
The Games – Endemol for Channel 4 
Online and offline 
 
Football  Hurts – Nuts TV 
Over a million archive images were whittled down by the football experts, and viewers of the Nuts 
TV docu-drama Football Hurts, to form a shortlist of 5 images that reflect how football can hurt, both 
emotionally and physically. 
 
Cash in the Attic – Leopard TV for BBC 1 (1 x 60 min) 
Online and offline. Cash in the Attic, also Cash in the Celebrity Attic, is a UK television show on the 
BBC. The show, made by Leopard Films, premièred in 2002. The programme's tagline is The show 
that helps you find hidden treasures in your home, and then sells them for you at auction. 
 
People Watchers – Objective for BBC 1 
Online and offline.Three psychologists perform hidden camera stunts to demonstrate why we 
behave the way we do in everyday situations, and present psychological ricks to improve our daily 
lives. 
 
Top Gear – BBC 2 (1 x 60 min) 
Online and offline. News, car safety advice, buyers guide, travel information and features on cars 
and bikes. Jeremy, Richard and James talk about everything car-related. From new cars to how 
they're fueled, this show has it all. 
 
Crimewatch – BBC 1 (1 x 60 min) 
Online and offline. Crimewatch appeals for the public's help in catching Britain's most wanted 
criminals, looking at high-profile cases, reconstructing major unsolved crimes... 
 

 
Feature Film & Documentary 
 
In the Bleak Mid Winter – Isolde Films for BBC 4 and DVD (1 x 137 min) 
The first ever full-length film about Gustav Holst, composer and revolutionary - a man who taught 
himself Sanskrit; lived in a street of brothels in Algiers; cycled into the Sahara Desert; allied himself 
during the First World War with a 'red priest' who pinned on the door of his church 'prayers at noon 
for the victims of Imperial Aggression'; hated the words used to his most famous tune, I Vow to Thee 
My Country, because it was the opposite of what he believed; and distributed a newspaper called 
the Socialist Worker. Biography of classical composer Gustav Holst. 
 
Wagner Family – Isolde Films for DVD (1 x 106 mins) 
This film is about Wagner family, a family which has ruled the theatre in Bayreuth in southern 
Germany for the last 140 years. Richard Wagner who built it was one of the most influential 



 

 

composers in the 19th century but his family has survived a mixture of lies, deception, fraud and 
dangerous political alliances. It's a family - in many ways the Royal family of Germany - at war with 
itself. Avid online and grade. 
 
Wagner  
A seven-hour epic film of the life of the composer Richard Wagner played by Richard Burton. Avid 
HD online and grade.  
 
Bird on a Wire (1 x 106 min) 
Leonard Cohen, shot on tour in 1972. Painstakingly recreated from previously thought lost film and 
video fragments. Avid offline, online and grade.  
 

DVD Extras 
 
Hot Fuzz – Big Talk Productions 
DVD Extras. 
 
Peep Show Series 6 – Objective Productions 
DVD Extras. Online an offline. 
 
Baggy Trousers Series 1 – Bwark 
DVD Extras. Online and offline. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


